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JOB ADVERTS 
The aim of an advert is to attract the right person for the right role.  The advert should provide 
the candidate with all the information required so as they want to choose EV Cargo – we want 
them to join us for a career, not just a job!   

The Resourcing Team will produce the job advert based on the job description (details below) as 
well as input form the Recruiting Manager relating to the exact requirements of the role.  

The below provides some handy hints relating to what the Resourcing Team will be 
recommending as to how to make the most out of our job adverts and ultimately attract the 
right person for the right role. 

 

Job Titles  

• We need to ensure that the job titles are specific. The vast majority of our candidates 
will be applying through job boards and careers pages ad it is therefore important that 
we make the roles as easy as possible to find online.  

• We should ensure that the job titles contain “key words” that are closely related to what 
the candidate will be searching for on job boards – this may mean that the job title on 
the job advert is different, but this can be easily changed once the right candidate has 
been found. 

 

Job Description 

• Job Descriptions are a great tool to help the Resourcing Team create the job adverts.  
• A thorough job description is very useful for attracting candidates, but it is also helpful 

once they’ve started with EV Cargo. A good job description informs a candidate what 
they’re working towards and how they can make a difference. 

 

Person Specification and Job Duties 

• A survey conducted by Totaljobs.com concluded that candidates can be put off applying 
for a role if there is a lot of information.  Candidates often apply on mobile phones and 
tablets, so too much detail can be overwhelming.  

• We need to therefore keep the “person specification” and “job duties” sections of an 
advert down to five or six bullet points wherever possible, this will provide candidates 
with a clear and concise idea of their day-to-day role and what we require from them. 
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Salary, Reward and Benefits 

• According to hireful.com, a salary is the primary search filter for candidates on job 
boards. Stating the salary is beneficial as it is a tangible benefit and can encourage 
applicants from the right salary bracket. Advertising the salary will also save time as the 
candidate will know if the salary is right for them And as Recruiting manager you will 
then only review the relevant applications.  

• Promoting our employee benefits can have a huge impact of the talent that we attract, 
as well as how we engage and retain our colleagues too.  We should shout about what 
we offer and not only from a reward perspective but also from a career progression, 
personal and professional development and wellbeing perspective too. 

 


